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Figure 1: Left: Timescale versus luminosity phase space for SN explosions. Red stars (highlighted region) represent
the newly discovered, but prevalent, rapidly-evolving transients. Right: A template R-band light curve of one class
of rapidly-evolving transient located at 100 Mpc. Due to the distance of all previously discovered events (z∼0.2)
only the optical/UV emission in the ∼30 days post explosion are known (green shaded region). However, late time
photometric/spectroscopic and multi-wavlength (radio/X-ray) observations for objects at smaller distances can be
used to distinguish between proposed explosion scenarios. Dashed colored lines represent a range of models for the
late-time behavior.

date were either recognized after-the-fact or exploded at distances too large (z∼0.2) to obtain meaningful
late-time followup (See Figure 1).

This highlights the need for an optimized survey with real-time detection to increase the number of
events with multi-wavelength follow-up. I propose to develop such a program, with a trial version to be
carried out during my tenure as a Bok Fellow using the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) at the National
Optical Astronomy Observatory in Chile. Using the software I created to measure rates/efficiencies within
PanSTARRs I am carrying out a detailed study of the optimal observing strategy to both detect and
characterize rapidly-evolving transients at small distances. I am also part of a collaboration performing a
custom survey for electromagnetic followup for gravitational wave triggers using DECam—for which a real
time reduction and alert pipeline was already created. I am developing follow-up programs on the Very
Large Array radio observatory, the Chandra X-ray observatory, and ground based optical telescopes—all
of which myself and my collaborators are extensively using at the present. I will also investigate the use of
Arizona’s moderate aperture telescopes for this survey and will work with collaborators at on-going surveys
(ASAS-SN, Z/PTF, BlackGEM) to understand their efficiency detecting rapid transients and follow-up
and study the sub-galactic environments of any nearby examples discovered. This comprehensive approach
will allow me to constrain the nature of these new explosions.

Notably, these transients are also predicted to be one of the main contaminants when searching for
electro-magnetic counterparts to gravitational wave sources [8]. I am part of a collaboration using DECam
for follow-up of aLIGO sources, and my work containing the properties of these events has been an
important component in the development of our candidate selection criteria.
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